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Perspectives for Practice

Research of physical distribution operations

C.B. Tilanus
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Abstract: Corporate Forwarding is a corporate staff department of the Philips Group of Industries, Eindhoven, Netherlands. Corporate Forwarding studies physical distribution for the whole of the Philips company and advises the Group Board and individual Product Divisions, like Lighting, Consumer Electronics, Components, Medical Systems. Research activities of Corporate Forwarding are described. It is suggested that research projects of physical distribution operations, whether organizational, economic, informational or mathematical, be considered as Operations Research per se.
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1. Introduction

Philips International company is based in Eindhoven, centre of the fast expanding south of The Netherlands. Philips has huge central warehouses in neighbouring villages (Veldhoven, Acht).

Corporate Forwarding is a corporate staff department of Philips, located in Eindhoven. In the Charter Corporate Forwarding of 1984 the following is spelled out.

Corporate Forwarding’s objective is to contribute to the overall company objectives by supporting logistics strategies in structuring the physical movement of goods in technical, documentary and organizational aspects.

Corporate Forwarding’s main tasks can be categorized in the four following areas:
- The bridging between internal and external parties at corporate level, especially in relationship to the transport market and customs and other public authorities. This task of mediation includes policies and principles in terms of credibility and consistency.
- Paving the way so that performance and control of the physical goods flow can successfully deal with new logistics structures/requirements. This task of conditioning includes the provision of communication standards, codes of conduct, simplification and harmonization, training and management development.
- The structuring and interlinkage of imports/exports and national physical distribution services in a regional or interregional way on the one hand and between Product Divisions and these services in Philips National Organizations on the other hand. This coordination task aims at full utilization of all expertise and resources in a combined way.
- Acting as a know-how centre, Corporate Forwarding assists in studies and projects of both Product Divisions and National Organizations. This consultancy covers the whole range of functional elements like transport, warehousing, packaging, handling, legislation and data interchange as well as the integral effectiveness of e.g. pipeline architecture. This task also provides the
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company with a platform towards the outside world in the fields concerned.

Generally speaking, Corporate Forwarding's main task is to safeguard the optimal functioning of physical distribution within the company. This is realized through the following activities:

- upkeep and development of the functional area,
- coordination of the Product Divisions,
- consultancy/projects,
- management development,
- education and training,
- auditing.

Consultancy/projects relate to, e.g.,
- determination of the policy and the required infrastructure, procedures, systems and organization;
- evaluation of the performance, formulation and implementation of improvements.

Auditing relates to, e.g.,
- the functioning and the performance of physical distribution service providers;
- the effectivity of the network of services;
- the system interfaces between service providers and concern organizations;
- the usage by concern organizations of the internal service network and other joint resources.

In the description thus far of responsibilities and activities of Corporate Forwarding, which has been quoted in part from the functional specifica-
tion of Corporate Forwarding, no word has been said about the methodologies and disciplines that Corporate Forwarding is supposed to employ. In fact, one may infer that organizational and business economics skills are needed most.

Is there no hope of applying quantitative methods in such an environment? There is, but to a limited extent. We shall give three examples, one each at the operational, the tactical and the strategic level.

2. Quantifying product characteristics

Measuring, or quantifying, product characteristics like relative heaviness or relative value may or may not be included as quantitative methods. We include it. Simple measures can already give helpful insights at the operational level.

Weight historically has been, and often still is, the dimension in which transportation performance is measured. In fact, apart from steel and stone, transportation is mostly constrained by volume. Almost all packaged consumer products are volume-constrained.

The ratio of weight to volume (tonnes : cubic metres = kilogrammes : litres = gross specific gravity) of packaged products is often below 1 : 5 or even 1 : 10. If gross specific gravity of packaged products is less than \( \frac{1}{3} \) (or, using the term for the reciprocal, common in transportation: if packaged products 'measure three times' or more) in road transport the freight price will be based on volume (the kilogramme rate will have to be paid for each litre). In air transport, freight price will be based on volume if goods 'measure six times' or more; etc.

Philips ships only volume-constrained products. That is why Corporate Forwarding strongly advocates 'volume-transport': the maximum length, width and height measures on the road and the construction of truck combinations (top-sleepers, short-coupling systems, small tyres - low chassis) such that truck loads of 120 m\(^3\) plus are allowed, thereby diminishing the congestion of the infrastructure.

Other ratios are important as well.

The ratio of value to volume ('value density' = value of transported goods per m\(^3\)) has a long-term upward trend. This is especially true in the electronics industry, because of quality improvements and miniaturization. The corollary is, that interest on goods in the transportation pipelines increases relatively to freight prices, so that the optimum

![Figure 1. Product groups clustered by value and packing densities](image-url)
organization shifts towards more costly transport modes with shorter leadtimes.

The ratio of the number of packages to volume ('packing density' = number of units of transportation per m$^2$) shows an upward trend too, because of miniaturization, smaller lot sizes approaching lot size 'one', etc. This ratio determines much of the handling costs (order picking, packaging, reconditioning, stuffing and stripping) in physical distribution.

Products to be shipped may be plotted in a graph by their value and packing densities [2,4], see Figure 1. If products are represented by dots (not shown), it may be possible to cluster groups of products into 'clouds'.

It is then possible to divide the positive quadrant into three area’s, I, II and III:

- I is the area of low value and low packing density; physical distribution is mainly concerned with transportation and storage costs (we assume products are voluminous); distribution should be cheap.

- II is the area of high value density; physical distribution is mainly concerned with interest cost of goods in the pipeline; distribution should be fast.

- III is the area of high packing density; physical distribution is mainly concerned with handling costs; distribution should be simple.

3. Assessing warehouse costs by regression

Determining the costs of warehousing is not at all easy. Yet the costs must be known to study the distribution structure at the tactical level (opening or closing warehouses, employing or not employing them as warehouses or merely as transshipment points, i.e., with or without storage).

Fortunately, a concern like Philips disposes of enough warehouses to assess their average or standard costs by statistical means [5,6].

The costs of inventory may be classified by the 'three r’s':

1. Room: costs of handling and storage.
2. Rent: interest cost on the goods stored and in the pipeline.
3. Risk: cost of a premium to be accounted for the risk of deterioration or obsolescence of the goods stored so that they may not sell at their assessed price.

The costs of warehouses are only the first costs, of 'room'.

There seems to be a logical relation between the costs of warehouses and the volume of inventory turnover (in m$^3$). The link between costs of warehouses and the value of inventory turnover seems more indirect. Both regressions were tried and the fit did not differ much.

Figure 2 shows the linear regression of

![Figure 2. Warehouse costs and volume turnover of 42 European Philips warehouses (vertical scale omitted because of confidentiality)]
warehouse costs on volume turnover. The insight drawn from this picture is that only a small portion of warehouse costs is fixed. Whether you make the warehouses small or large, total warehouse costs can be approximated by proportionally variable costs only, disregarding economies of scale. This fact can play a part in tactical distribution studies.

Of course, the dispersion around the regression line is great. A deviation of individual warehouse costs from the regression value may have three main reasons:

1. **Circumstances**: the deviation is caused by given, external factors (e.g. location of the warehouse, mix of the goods processed).
2. **Administration**: the costs or turnover have been assessed in an administratively different way (in spite of rigorous Philips standards), the observation is false, the deviation is spurious.
3. **Efficiency**: the deviation is real and caused by above- or below-standard operations.

In the latter case, warehouses operating above standard, as well as warehouses operating below standard, may elicit further investigations at the tactical level.

### 4. Optimizing the distribution structure

Using simple simulation or optimization models, at a high level of aggregation, one can try to find the optimum distribution structure for the whole, or parts of a concern, for the whole, or part of the world. Given the long-term qualitative, quantitative and geographic distribution of demand (a heroic assumption), one can try to solve the simultaneous location/allocation problem of determining the optimum flow pattern of goods, the location of warehouses and even the location of production facilities. Such studies are at the strategic level.

In the face of all the uncertainties and the roughness of aggregation, it is rather immaterial whether one tries to optimize with a simulation model or simulate with an optimization model. Praasterink [5] studied the European distribution of Philips consumer products (three product divisions) using an ad hoc, spread-sheet simulation model. Kox [3] studied the European distribution of the Philips product division ‘Consumer Electronics’ (turnover: $17 \times 10^9$ guilders) using a standard simulation software package (called SIMNET). De Bruin [1] studied the European distribution of the Dowanol product group of Dow Chemical company using a mixed-integer linear programming model (and a PC package called VINO).

Non-optimizing, simulation algorithms are of course easier to use in times when there is a trend to close down warehouses and factories than in times when there is a trend to open up new warehouses and factories. The number of possible options to be investigated when closing down is generally much smaller than when opening up.

In fact, there is a trend to close down warehouses and factories for a number of reasons:
- economies of scale in production and warehousing (still);
- cheaper and faster transportation (upsurge of road transportation, lowering of frontier barriers);
- economies in inventories (inventory cost of more valuable inventories kept more centrally at lower total level, sometimes referred to as the ‘square root rule’).

Another trick to limit the number of possible options is to discretize the distribution of demand
into a set of centres of gravity and to restrict the possible locations of warehouses and factories to this set. Praasterink [5] first split up European demand by population density into 38 regions (see Figure 3). Since only demand at the national level, not at the regional level was known and forecast, he then distributed national demands to the regions in proportion to the regional populations. Finally, he pinpointed demand for each region by taking the capital city or somehow selecting a ‘centre of gravity’. The ad hoc heuristic consisted of opening up fictitious warehouses in all 38 points of demand and then closing them down judiciously one by one, until the distribution structure could no longer be improved.

4. Conclusion

We have described research activities of the Philips concern department Corporate Forwarding and assessed that quantitative methods can only be applied now and then. Although all the research is focussed on operations in physical distribution in the short, medium as well as long run, it is evidenced that the ‘hard’ operations research disciplines, mathematics and informatics, are of little use, whereas the ‘soft’ disciplines, organization theory and economics, are of pivotal importance.

This assessment is in line with an analysis made of 58 Master’s projects in physical distribution at the Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Management Science, Eindhoven University of Technology [7]. If key problems are reduced to disciplines needed to be applied to the problems, organization theory contributes 62 per cent, business economics 31 per cent, informatics 4 per cent and mathematics 3 per cent.

Rather than conclude ‘this is not operations research’, we wish to suggest that the activities described are OR per se. The slogan of OR should be: research of operations is operations research. The OR community should welcome any, new or old, disciplines that can help solve decision making problems in organizations.
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